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Abstract 
 

This paper will revisit a case study originally done for ASM 

HTS Conference in 2009. The goal then was to solve an 

induction coil lifetime issue of an induction coil for heat 

treatment of an automotive wheel hub. At the time, computer 

simulation was beginning to allow for full virtual prototyping 

of heat treat applications as an alternative to experimental 

testing. While practical knowledge allowed for the successful 

determination of the cause of short coil life, and iterative 

simulation led to implementation of a longer lasting coil that 

met the required pattern, simulation was not used at the time to 

pinpoint the cause of failure. As faster computing becomes 

more widely available and finite element analysis (FEA) 

improves in scope and accuracy, virtual prototyping and 

detection of these failure modes are becoming faster and lower 

cost options compared to the traditional test and trial method. 

To highlight the leaps made in virtual prototyping, this case 

study that was previously done as an axisymmetric 2D model 

will be done in 3D electromagnetic plus thermal with rotation 

for the full part.  

 

Introduction 

Previous Case Study 

A previous case study was done for HTS 2009 in which the goal 

was to solve a lifetime issue of an induction coil for heat 

treatment of an automotive wheel hub. The failure mode was 

known to be excessive coil temperatures leading to leading to 

copper cracking due to thermal fatigue. Virtual prototyping was 

used to redesign the coil to maintain an acceptable pattern with 

low coil copper temperatures to extend coil lifetime. 

 

Due to the relatively simple part design and heat treating pattern 

requirements, it was possible to design a new coil with 

rotational symmetry, allowing for study of this design using 2D 

software. This new coil proved successful, and both the original 

and redesigned coils can be seen in Fig. 1.  The results of 

computer simulation showed excellent agreement with those 

achieved on the real machine in terms of heat treatment pattern.  

The lifetime of the new induction coil was more than 10 times 

that of its predecessor [1]. 

 
Figure 1: An image of the original production coil (left) and 

the redesigned coil (right) after manufacturing lifetime 

 

The more general conclusions about the cost-effective 

application of virtual prototyping over experimental testing are 

still true today. Now, with the added benefit of improved 

simulation capabilities seen over the last decade, more 

complicated parts and coils can be modeled not only to 

investigate optimal conditions for heating of the part, but also 

lowering coil temperatures to improve coil lifetimes [2,3]. This 

paper will simulate the redesigned coil in 3D and compare part 

heating and coil thermals to observed results. 

 

Modern Advancements in Computation 

Over the last decade as 64-bit systems replaced 32-bit ones, the 

availability, speed and amount of computing power, RAM and 

storage space as well as the ability of the software to utilize it 

has increased dramatically. 3D simulation is becoming more 

accessible and cost effective for use in virtual prototyping. 

While 3D simulation is not required or recommended for every 

application, for example the redesigned coil is approximated 

very well in 2D, there are certain cases in which it is necessary.  

 

With this expansion of 3D capabilities come many benefits to 

virtual prototyping as a cost-effective alternative to the trial and 

error method of coil design: 

• The ability to model more advanced geometries that 

may not have been previously accessible using only 

2D 

• The ability to predict 3D effects including those of the 

leads, ends or edges 

• Ability to add mechanical sets to allow for part 

rotation or linear movements 

• The opportunity to solve non-linear multi-physics 

problems 



• The opportunity to model more steps in the 

manufacturing process chain and better predict final 

component properties 

• The ability to virtually test the performance of 

components in large, integrated multi-component 

models 

 

The goal of this paper is to show the ability to model both the 

part heating and the induction coil temperatures in a 3D coupled 

rotational model. 

 

Virtual Prototyping Process 

3D simulation may have come a long way in the past decade, 

but the stages of development for an induction heat treating 

process using virtual prototyping have not changed much. For 

a new component, the steps for virtual prototype development 

may include: 

1. Preliminary analysis of the specifications and available 

equipment 

2. Preliminary process design using computer simulation 

o Process type (static or scanning)  

o Power, frequency, heating time  

o Quench parameters, etc. 

o Number of stations required 

3. Induction coil and process design using computer 

simulation 

o Critical coil dimensions 

o Power and motion profile and desired frequency 

o Dynamic temperature distribution in the part for 

both heating and cooling 

o Metallurgical transformations and resulting part 

microstructure prediction 

o Prediction of Residual stresses in the component 

o Virtual mechanical testing of the component  

o Induction coil temperatures and cooling 

requirements 

4. Coil and/or machine engineering using CAD 

o Import directly components from catalogues 

(coil hardware/machine components)  

o Identify potential design flaws and interferences 

o Determine proper manufacturing techniques 

including order of operations 

5. Coil and machine manufacturing 

6. Experimental tests 

7. Final modification if required 

8. Industrial implementation  

 

In many instances, a machine exists already or the part is very 

similar to something already done and this process may be 

reduced.  

 

Many of the steps involved are the same as in the case of a 

traditional empirical development.  The main differences are 

steps 2, 3 and 6.  The traditional method utilizes simple hand 

calculations, tables and part history records to determine the 

preliminary process design.  There is no step 3 in the empirical 

method and as a result history and data from experimental tests 

are the only information available for coil modification. To 

contrast the two methods, virtual prototyping uses computer 

simulation to virtually explore the design space and provides 

more information related to the performance of the induction 

heat treated component than can be obtained from evaluating 

cut parts.  For those who use statistical methods, it is possible 

to run DOE trials on the computer instead of with real parts to 

analyze sensitivity to material composition, incoming material 

structure, part dimensions, etc. 

 

Up until recently, temperature distributions were used for 

estimating case depths in the majority of coils and processes 

designed by computer simulation.  Due to continued 

improvements in computer hardware, software, and material 

databases it is now practical to model resulting microstructures 

and residual stress profiles by coupling a metallurgical, stress 

and dimensional movement tool in the software with the heating 

and cooling results [4,5]. 

 

We can expect to see continued expansion of virtual tools to 

replace physical tests in induction heat treating process 

development.  Other available capabilities with simulation 

software that were not used in this study include the effect of 

upstream operations on incoming properties (casting, forging, 

heat treating, machining, etc.) and downstream operations 

(machining, tempering, coating, shot peening, etc.) on final 

component performance. For instance, in 2016 a study was 

done on bi-material billets using coupled Flux 2D™ and 

DANTE® for simulation of induction heating and dimensional 

movement of the part [5]. It was noted that moving forwards, 

the results of the Flux2D™ and DANTE® software models 

should be coupled with additional modeling packages for 

subsequent manufacturing steps. The Flux2D™ induction 

heating results were used as an input for Dante simulations, 

including residual stresses and dimensional movement due to 

metallurgical transformations during induction hardening and 

subsequent furnace tempering and mechanical loading to 

determine the component performance on the test stand. 

 

In this case, virtual prototyping may have the upper hand on the 

traditional method as catching excessive coil temperatures 

leading to shortened coil life is easier to compare between 

simulated iterations rather than physical testing of coils. This 

problem only became apparent after running thousands of parts, 

but with virtual prototyping it is possible to take things like coil 

thermals into consideration and preemptively design the coil for 

increased coil lifetime. And while it is not explored in this 

paper, coupling with other physics packages will also become 

more accessible in order to investigate stresses within the coil, 

as well as the metallurgical transformations and resulting 

residual stresses in the part. 

 

  



Wheel Hub Induction Hardening Case Story 

Original Coil 

A single-race steel wheel hub for a light duty truck was being 

induction heated for selective surface hardening. The process 

was single shot with rotation. The manufacturer was having 

problems with short inductor life, and unacceptable down time 

due to set-ups. The inductor was failing after only 8,000-13,000 

parts. 50,000 parts per coil was the required amount to maintain 

the desired production volumes on the machine as changeovers 

typically resulted in approximately 4 hours of lost production. 

The induction coil they were using was developed through the 

traditional trial and error method.  The resulting production coil 

was a multi-stepped single turn coil. Laminations and a piece of 

Fluxtrol A were installed on select regions of the coil to provide 

the required pattern (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: An image of the original production coil after use 

 

An examination of a failed coil showed that copper cracking 

occurred directly under the long section of laminations due to 

stresses most likely caused by thermal cycling. It is expected 

that this area under the laminations reached the highest 

temperatures during the heating cycle. Degradation of the 

laminations also occurred but was not the reason the coil was 

taken out of production. 

 

Redesigned Coil 

As the failure mode was known to be caused by higher 

temperatures in the coil, a focus was made on achieving the 

desired heat pattern while reducing the localized power 

densities in the induction coil winding. After the initial 

iterations in 2D, the design in Fig. 3 was created to replace the 

original coil during the original study. The goal was to maintain 

the heat treating pattern and achieve a minimum of 50,000 

heated parts per coil. This goal was achieved, and this design 

lasted more than 10X longer than the original coil [1]. 

 

 
Figure 3: An image of the redesigned coil after use 

 

While this geometry was well estimated using 2D simulation, it 

was modeled in 3D to demonstrate 3D effects not seen in 2D as 

well as to try and highlight the advancements in simulation 

capabilities since the previous study. The programs used for 

computer simulation of this induction heating process were 

Inspire™ and Flux 3D™. Inspire™ is a 3D CAD program that 

was used to create a 3D drawing of the system, which was 

subsequently imported into Flux 3D™. Flux 3D™ is an 

effective tool for analyzing electromagnetic and thermal fields 

for the part and coil. Aside from electromagnetic and thermal 

physics coupling, it is also able to accommodate rotational 

movement of the part to describe the mechanics of the process 

more accurately. A ¾ view of the redesigned coil and wheel hub 

as drawn in Inspire and full view imported into Flux 3D and can 

be seen in Fig. 4. 

 

   
Figure 4: Model of the redesigned coil and wheel hub in 

Inspire (left) and imported into Flux 3D (right) 

 

After reproducing the geometry, the mechanical, 

electromagnetic and thermal parameters of the system were 

defined in Flux 3D. While the rotational speed of the wheel hub 

would be much higher in the actual process, to ensure a whole 

number of rotations and even power distribution during the 2.5 

second heat time, the rotation was set to 72 RPM. The 

frequency was set to 20kHz and the current was altered until the 

proper temperature distribution in the wheel hub was achieved 

to obtain the desired hardening pattern. The magnetic properties 

for the Fluxtrol A were set. Heat transfer boundaries were 

assigned to allow for radiation and natural convection on the 

outer faces of the wheel hub and coil, as well as for forced 

convection withing the water circuit of the coil. Unfortunately, 

due to time constraints the exact power required to reach the 

desired heating pattern in the Wheel Hub was not reached. 

Additional work is ongoing to accurately model the real 

process.  Below Fig. 5 shows the temperatures evolved in the 



coil at the end of the heat cycle for the underheated 3D 

simulation compared to those found in the original 2D study. 

 

  
Figure 5: Temperatures in the redesigned coil when modelled 

in 3D (left) and previously modelled in 2D (right) 

 

In the 2D case, maximum temperatures on the heating face of 

the redesigned coil were 94°, while the underheated 3D model 

only got up to 81°. While the exact temperatures do not match 

up, the overall pattern with the nose of the coil being the hotspot 

and the top corner being the next hottest does. Once the model 

is run again with a higher current, these will match up more 

closely. These temperatures along the heat face would not lead 

to the same stress induced cracking as seen in the original coil, 

which would lead to the extended coil lifetime. Aside from the 

heat face, there is one interesting effect that was not seen in 2D 

simulation, which was the hotspot positioned in between the 

leads of the inductor. While the redesigned coil did not fail in 

production, inspection of the leads in Fig. 3 show heavy 

discoloration in the section adjacent to the concentrator. This 

matches the position of the simulated maximum temperature in 

the leads seen below in Fig. 6.   

 

 
Figure 6: Full redesigned coil thermals depicting highest 

temperature in between the leads 

 

This design met the lifetime requirement and as can be seen in 

Figs. 7 and 8 it is also beginning to match the heat pattern as 

previously simulated in 2D. Again, the model is underheated 

and future work is planned to run this again at a higher power 

to better match the 2D results. This means coil head powers are 

lower than those required in the real system and that coil 

temperatures are being underestimated; however, considering 

an approximately 6% higher power is required, coil 

temperatures in this 3D model should be very close to the 

temperatures originally predicted in 2D. 
 

 
Figure 7: Comparison of redesigned coil temperatures in the 

wheel hub when modelled in 3D (left) and previously 

modelled in 2D (right) 

 

Figure 8: Comparison of redesigned coil temperatures in the 

wheel hub to the heat treatment pattern from a cut part 

 

Conclusions 

As faster computing becomes more widely available and finite 

element analysis (FEA) improves in scope and accuracy, virtual 

prototyping and detection of these failure modes are becoming 

faster and lower cost options compared to the traditional test 

and trial method. To highlight the leaps made in virtual 

prototyping, this case study that was previously done as an 

axisymmetric 2D model will be done in 3D with rotation for the 

full part. While 3D simulation may not be strictly necessary in 

this case, as was demonstrated by the good correlation between 

3D and previous 2D results, it can allow for a more accurate 

depiction of the process provided sufficient time for setup and 

solving of the scenario. Even with the limited results shone in 

this paper the 3D model pointed towards the next potential coil 

lifetime issue that could arise in between the leads. Virtual 

prototyping in 3D allows for more informed design and in the 

end led to a longer lasting coil. 

 

Moving forward, the model of the redesigned coil will be run at 

the higher power required to match the heat treatment pattern, 

and models of the original coil will be run to pinpoint the cause 

of failure leading to shortened coil lifetime. In addition to 

electromagnetic and thermal models, it is desired to add 

additional physics packages to study this process further. 

Looking at the dimensional movement of the part and analyzing 

the sources of stress that lead to the observed cracking would 

demonstrate the benefits of virtual prototyping for existing 

processes. 

Color Shade Results
Quantity : Temperature Deg. Celsius
 
Time (s.) : 2.5 Phase (Deg): 0
Scale / Color
33.00854   /   36.81434
36.81434   /   40.62014
40.62014   /   44.42594
44.42594   /   48.23174
48.23174   /   52.03753
52.03753   /   55.84333
55.84333   /   59.64913
59.64913   /   63.45493
63.45493   /   67.26073
67.26073   /   71.06651
71.06651   /   74.87231
74.87231   /   78.67812
78.67812   /   82.48392
82.48392   /   86.2897
86.2897   /   90.0955
90.0955   /   93.90131

Color Shade Results
Quantity : Temperature Deg. Celsius
 
Time (s.) : 2.5 Phase (Deg): 0
Scale / Color
20.00555   /   86.25587
86.25587   /   152.5062
152.5062   /   218.75652
218.75652   /   285.00684
285.00684   /   351.25714
351.25714   /   417.50751
417.50751   /   483.75781
483.75781   /   550.00812
550.00812   /   616.25848
616.25848   /   682.50879
682.50879   /   748.75909
748.75909   /   815.0094
815.0094   /   881.2597
881.2597   /   947.51007
947.51007   /   1.01376E3
1.01376E3   /   1.08001E3
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